
Please use this step by step guide along side the Instruction Manuals, 
Aide memoire and demonstration �lms already provided.

All of the above can be found online at 
https://www.glazesafe.com//use-sashmate/

All Sashmate components should be inspected before and after use. 
Any damage should be reported to the Competent Person in charge of 
safety in your organisation.

In all cases safety remains the responsibility of the engineer using the 
Sashmate Tools. 
Standard safety precautions such as, but not limited to, edge protection, 
safety cordons below the work area, necessary labour to carry the sash 
into and back out of the building must be considered.

The Sashmate Tools should not be used in adverse weather conditions.
 
The Sashmate Tools should only ever be used by experienced engineers 
who have been su�ciently trained on the Sashmate products. 

top hung rolling bar



Remove the sledges from the 
horizontal arms.

Install the Sashmate Top Hung in 
the usual way.

Install the second side in the 
usual way.

Feed the sledge through the 
square tube on the rolling bar 
with the square tube facing 
upwards and the round tube 
below it. 

Install the sledges into the 
horizontal arms. This can be done 
one at a time if easier. Make sure 
the rolling bar is below the 
sledges as shown here.

Tighten the screws mid way along 
the horizontal arms.

Release the horizontal arm screw 
and raise the horizontal arm until 
the sledge meets the bottom of 
the sash. Repeat on the second 
side and tighten screws.

Pull in the sledges to meet the 
sash and tighten the screws mid 
way along the horizontal arms.

Place a sheet over the outer 
frame/ transom bar.
Remove the hinge �xings in the 
normal way.

Support the sash. Glass suckers 
may help to carry the sash in to 
the building.

Turn the sash side ways on to the 
rolling bar and the outer frame/ 
transom bar.

Roll the sash into the building 
until the sash is manageable to 
carry in.



Release the horizontal arm screws 
and allow the horizontal arms to 
drop.

Release the sledge screws and 
carry the sledges and rolling bar 
into the building. This can be 
done one at a time if easier.

Remove the Sashmate Top Hung 
in the usual way.

Roll the sash out and then lift into 
position.

Open the hinges into position, 
raise the top pins and re �t the 
�xings in the usual way.

Release the screws mid way along 
the horizontal arm and extend 
the sledges outwards, clear of the 
sash.


